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Notes to Catalogue 120

It has been 8 months since I did one of these NEW ACQUISITIONS catalogues and I constantly get
requests for such offereings, so here is another. is catalogue is full of Churchill material you won’t find
elsewhere or would have to pay big money.
Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even
if I am away. Please note new email address. Do not send payment with order, as availability needs to be
confirmed.

`

Shipping is free to USA for all orders over $50.00, except large prints and framed items
Payment can be by check in dollars, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders,
please provide card number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Credit
card details can also be sent securely vis www.wscbooks.com. Just place an order for any book and send
the details via the secure server, then just tell me what you really want.
Your satisfaction is important. Any item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.

•
•
•
•

www.wscbooks.com

2500+ books by or about Churchill, all with picture
previous paper catalogues to download
secure online ordering
New Guide to books by Churchill
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Churchill article in NASH'S Magazine
August 1928

6

Postcard Sail on O Ship of State

. . This issue includes a character sketch Of H.H. Asquith,
which later appeared in Great Contemporaries. These old
issues of Nash's are very hard to find- most were collected in
paper drives during WW2. See Woods C132, which
incorrectly calls it Nash's Pall Mall, an error corrected in
Cohen. Bright cover, severely rusted staples, both covers
detached, but present. $120.00

. . This two colour postcard reproduces the famous lines
exchanged between Churchill and FDR in 1940. Printed by
Tuck's card, unused clean, bright card. $35.00

2

Churchill biscuit tin

7

Churchill article LAND OF CORN AND
LOBSTERS in Collier's 5 August 1933

. . These decorated metal boxes originally came full of
biscuits ( as in cookies), but I have found them to wonderful
storage boxes and also very useful for carrying bananas on
airplanes. 8 x 10 inches, depth about 1.75 ins. Shows some
signs of use. $15.00

. . This 3 page article is, of course, about the USA. This
article appears nowhere else except the Collected Essays.
Woods C218. There are some browned areas on the covers
and small losses on rear cover. $48.00

3

1950 special brew for Churchill in Denmark
1950

8

. . The special commemorative brew produced by Carlsberg
Breweries of Denmark in 1950 to mark Churchill’s visit to
Denmark. The bottle bears a special label identifying it and
stating “Not For Sale”. Several cases were delivered to
Churchill and the rest presumably drunk by the executives of
Carlsberg. For more details see R. Hojris’ book on Churchill
p. 264-5. This bottle unopened with foil wrap around top.
Note: We make no representations as to the condition of the
beer within. Very scarce. $100.00

. Prentice-Hall, NY 1969-71, first editions. . The ultimate
bio of Winston's mother, in two volumes of 404 and 498
pages, lots of photos, indices. Long inscription to Michael
Wybrow on endpaper of first volume, vol 2 has a review slip
addressed to Wybrow, no doubt arranged by his friend, the
author. Clean tight copies in unclipped dustwrappers, some
minor edge wear. These books are far from scarce, but this
may be the most interesting set to be found. $60.00

4

Churchill article A KING IS
CROWNED in Collier's 15 May 1937

9

. . This article describes the coronation of King George VI
and gives some background for American readers. 3 pages
with illustrations. This copy has some damp dame resulting
in eating away at the top of the front cover and first page, and
some red stains on later pages, hence low cost. $20.00

. . Here are bound volumes 35 and 36, covering Jan-Dec of
1908. Included are the 9 issues from March through
November that have the first publication of Churchill's My
African Journey. These volumes were bound at the time in
half red leather. the leather spines have dried out over the years
and almost completely flaked, resulting in seriously UGLY
books. $100.00

5

My Early Life, audio book

10

. . This consists of two cassettes in a plastic case, so is an
abridged version. read by Robert Hardy. $18.00

Inscribed 2 volume set of JENNIE, The
Life of Lady Randolph Churchill

My African Journey as serialised in
STRAND Magazine 1908

Churchill article in October 1936
STRAND magazine

. . This individual Issue of STRAND for October 1936
contains article “The Tragic Story of Parnell” by Churchill. 10
pages, 8 illustrations, the story of Charles Stewart Parnell.
Striking illustration of WSC on cover, one of only two Strand
issues to have this. Clean bright copy, some losses at base of
spine. $85.00

1
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The Last Lion: 1874-1932, inscribed copy

. . This porcelain mug is a bit over 3.5 inches high. The back
side has the famous quote on the few. Bottom simply says
England. $9.00

Manchester, William. Little, Brown, Boston, 1983, first
trade edition.. There has been so much praise form this book
that I hardly need repeat it. It stands alone between the many
competent one volume bios, and the massive Official
Biography, enhanced by Manchester’s superb prose. the
British and American editions of Vol I are nearly identical,
save for the publishers name. 973 pages, index, notes,
extensive bibliography, a few photos. Hardback has been out
of print for years. Inscribed on the first leaf: For Richard
Mannet with warmest regards Wm Manchester Wesleyan 19
V 84. Fine fresh copy in unclipped dustwrapper with price on
flap, NOT a book club. $200.00

12

Ceramic mug showing SR steam
locomotive Winston Churchill

17

. . This is 3.5 inches high, with handle, says England on the
base. $5.00

Callahan, Raymond A.. Scholarly Resources, Wilmington,
1984. The author's hypothesis is Churchill's dedication to
the preservation of the British Empire. A serious well
researched book, many notes, fully indexed. Rarely seen, from
a small publisher. In black ink on the half title page: Sir Ian
(Jacob), In gratitude for all I have learned from you.
Raymond. Provenance: acquired at the auction of Gen. Sir
Ian Jacob's library by Phillips in Dec. 1994, lot 31. $75.00

13

Churchill article UNLUCKY ALFONSO
in Collier's 27 June 1931

18

. . Churchill's character sketch of King Alfonso XIII of Spain
spreads over 3 pages, and was later published in Great
Contemporaries. Magazine has clean front cover, but rear
cover has lost about 20 %. $40.00

Barker, Elisabeth. London, Macmillan, 1978. This is an
important book. The author had full access to the Eden
(Avon) papers and has done a thorough job. 346 pages, notes,
index. Book is clean, tight, no names. Dustwrapper
unclipped, tear and wrinkle along top edge, review slip laid
in. $30.00

14

Churchill article in Saturday Evening Post,
December 29, 1900

19

. . This two and a half page article, OFFICERS AND
GENTLEMEN, marks Churchill's first appearance in this
American magazine, squeaking in to the final issue of the
19th century. Woods C22. Front cover has soiling and wear
along edges. very scarce $150.00

Eade, Charles. (editor). London, Hutchinson, 1953, 1st
edition. . A very useful collection of essays, belongs in every
Churchill library. Forty essays on Churchill by both friends
and foes. First editions are large impressive books, 6 x 9
inches, 528 pages, index, illustrations. This copy belonged to
well known historian A.L. Rowse and has his name on the
pastedown. Book is clean, unworn, good deep blue on page
tops. Dustwrapper is unclipped, but worn and faded. $15.00

15

DUNKIRK TO BERLIN a map of the
wartime journeys of Churchill.

20

. . A large (36 x 46 in) map in full colour elaborately
decorated with heraldic devices, pictures of planes and ships
in which Churchill traveled. Looks great mounted. As issued,
folded, in cardboard slipcase. Sometimes offered at
astonishing prices by prestige shops, buy it here for only
$35.00

2

Churchill: Retreat from Empire, inscribed
copy

Churchill and Eden at War, Review copy

A. L. Rowse's copy of Churchill by His
Contemporaries

My Dear Mr. Churchill, inscribed copy

Graebner, Walter. Michael Joseph, London, 1965. The
author first met Churchill as a LIFE magazine journalist in
1945, and over the next 20 years came to know him well, as
he visited and traveled with Churchill. Not a biography, this
book is a personal observation of Churchill. Recommended
and inexpensive. In black ink on the free endpaper: To Arthur
Brown- with all good wishes Walter Graebner London May
12 1965. Clean tight unworn copy in VG unclipped
dustwrapper. $50.00
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Large 1954 Calendar with Churchill
portrait

. . This crude plaster figure stands 7 inches tall. Hole in
mouth but cigar gone, some chips in legs. Get this out of my
sight! $7.00

. . This calendar is 18 x 27 inches and is made of very thick
cardboard. The colours are vivid, the calendar pad is
untouched. Other than the rust on the staples, this looks like
it was sold new last week. A remarkable survivor from 53
years ago. $200.00

22

27

Silver-plated Churchill letter opener

Mr. Churchill's Message to You

. . Letter opened made in England, silver plate, 8 inches
long, in original clear plastic box $35.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1950. A
4 page leaflet from the 1950 General Election. The cover is a
large photo of Churchill. the two inside pages attack the
record of the Socialist Government. The rear cover lists 7
points that need to be done. Woods A1229a, Cohen A247.1,
identifies this 4 page version as the first printing. The other
version also in this catalogue. $150.00

23

Churchill on Cover Everybodys 28 April
1956

28

. . This issue begins the serialisation of A History of the
English-Speaking Peoples in this popular British magazine,
and Karsh photo on cover. Please ask if you want a complete
run of the parts. $12.00

Kraus, René. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1940. The author is a
European with much firsthand experience of Churchill and
Britain, although living in USA. A full length bio illustrated
with 16 photos. Bound in bright red cloth, 366 pages, index.
Here is a fine bright collectible real first edition in an
unclipped dustwrapper, red band on spine still bright and
unfaded. This title is common, but most are Literary Guild
and well worn. $50.00

24

Original wartime poster SALUTE THE
SOLDIER with Churchill message

29

. . An interesting poster with a signed message from the
Prime Minister, supporting the “Salute the Soldier” campaign
for national savings.15 x 19 ins, printed in blue, red and
black. Excellent condition, bright and undamaged, loosely
affixed to mounting board. This is the real thing, not a repro.
$300.00

. . Here is an audio recording of teh famous Iron Curtain
speech from 1946. 2 sides, over 47 minutes playing time.
$10.00

25

Centenary Plate from Woodford Borough

30

. . This ceramic plate is just over 8 inches in diameter,
featuring the statue on Woodford green. This is no. 80 of a
limited edition. see Hall p. 153, no. 49. $35.00

Winston Churchill A Biography

Sinews of Peace speech on cassette

Photo of Churchill and daughter on board
HMS Prince of Wales

. . Vintage photo is 8 x 5 inches, taken during the 1941 trip
to meet with Roosevelt at Placentia Bay. $50.00

3
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Leaflet with Churchill photo promoting
Karsh book

36

Portrait of Churchill 1900

. . This promotional folder was mailed in 1960 by Scribner's
Book Store to promote a new book of Karsh photographs.
The folder and mailing envelope are of special paper with
untrimmed edges. Included is an example of the high quality
gravure photos, being the 1950's portrait of Churchill in white
tie. The photo is 9.5 x 12 inches with descriptive details on
the rear. This is not a halftone, but a gravure, with superb
detail, even under magnification. Lovely Grub!! $48.00

. . This print of a pencil drawing of Churchill is from the 7th
November 1900 issue of The Bailie, and shows a lovely face
and shoulders of the young MP. Very scarce. $50.00

32

Churchill Speech in Vital Speeches of the
Day, 15 Sept. 1942

37

. . Vital Speeches of the Day was published bi-monthly in
New York back in the 1940's. Each issue is about 32 pages,
letter size. This issue includes 5 pages publishing Churchill's
speech of 8 Sept. 1942 on Progress of the War. VG clean
copy. $25.00

various. London, T. Fisher Unwin, 1917. 376 pages, green
paper covers. Includes two speeches by Churchill: 27 Nov.
1914 on the Naval Situation and 15 Feb. 1915 on the Navy
again. Woods Db35/1, Cohen D32. Covers clean, two tears
on rear cover, spine all there, contents clean $120.00

33

Portfolio of War Celebrities, 1914

38

War Speeches by British Ministers
1914-1916

A History of the English-Speaking Peoples,
23 volume set

. . This brown cardboard folder issued by the Singer Sewing
Machine Co., Ltd. It contains 16 gravure portraits including
one of Churchill based on a photo by Reginald Haines. Also
included is a small booklet describing each of the people.
Contents seem untouched, folder has a few edge wrinkles.
$150.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Purnell, London, 1968. This set of
23 slim volumes, each 9 x 12 inches is made from a large part
work issued by Purnell. With additional material not by
Churchill, and numerous illustrations many in colour, on
coated paper. Bound in bright red leatherette blocked in gilt.
This set is very heavy and thus shipping costs are a factor. A
clean bright set, good bright gilt, a few tiny cracks at spine
ends. Owner name in vol. I only. $200.00

34

39

Wartime postcard of Three Great Leaders

Churchill commemorative crystal goblet

. . This card from Graphic Post Card Co., NY. Clean crisp
card, no wear or damage. $20.00

. . Stands 6 inches tall, has Churchill silhouette on one side
and WSC 1874-1965 on the other. No maker noted, has a
nice ring. $40.00

35

40

Churchill's trip to Fulton in B&O Railroad
magazine

. . This is the April 1946 issue of the B&O magazine, and
has a cover picture and 7 page article on the special train
taking Churchill and Truman to Fulton. My favourite pic
shows Truman at the throttle of the big diesel. $25.00

Cased set of 8 bronze medals by John
Taylor.

. . These medals issued by John Taylor (Silversmiths) Ltd. of
London in 1965. There are 4 medals each in 38 and 57 mm
diameter. See Engstrom 38. In a fitted case lined with purple
silk. $125.00

4
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Set of 6 place mats with Churchill paintings

. . Official Programme of the Victory Celebrations, 8th June
1946, 20 page pamphlet, detailed order of march, flypasts,
entertainments, etc. From the Fiji Infantry Regiment to the
Allied Commanders, the coal miners to The Coldstream
Guards; the likes of this will never be seen again. Always
sells quickly. $25.00

. . These tablemats are made in England by Lady Clare Ltd,
although this design is long out of production. each mat is
about 9 x 8 inches, made of hardboard with a felt backing.
These are high end mats that sell for a good price in prestige
shops. These mats are used and show some rubbing on the
felt backing. $80.00

42

London Newspaper 9 May 1945 The day of
days

47

. . Here is an original issue of the News Chronicle for 9 May
1945 giving full details of VE Day in London, including a
report of the crowds' reaction to Churchill on the balcony of
the Palace. Folded, browned and cracked, but the real deal.
$10.00

. . These old cards are always in demand. This deck is well
used with stains and wear, the worst example of creasing
shown on top in the photo. Don't display these, use them.
52 cards. $60.00

43

Morris War celebrities cigarette card

48

deck of Churchill - bulldog playing cards

Dutch postcard, Churchill caricature in coat
and hat

. . This WW1 era card is no. 8 of a series of 25 War
Celebrities, and clearly issued before Churchill fall from grace
in 1915. Card has some soiling and wear at corners. very
scarce $75.00

. . This colourful card printed in Holland , probably 1944,
one of a series of 5. A whole set is also offered in this
catalogue. This card has a small tear on one edge which was
repaired with a piece of tape. $35.00

44

1940 Germany propaganda, anti-England
cartoons

49

. . This book, Krieg den Kriegshetzern, is full of ant-England
articles and cartoons, several featuring Churchill. text in
German, 160 pages, card covers. $55.00

. . This card obtained from Holland, so this is likely original
wartime issue.. Card is unsued, artist is Peter Lutz, some
foxing to background. $75.00

45

Sweet Crop cigarette card in colour

50

. . This scarce Boer War era card issued by Cohen Weenen &
Co. One of 250 subjects. Clean undamaged card. $100.00

Caricature postcard of Churchill on
warship.

photo of Churchill inspecting 4th Hussars
in Egypt, 1943

. . Here is a lovely photo, 7 x 7 inches of Churchill
inspecting his old regiment, the 4th Hussars. There are full
details neatly written in ink on the back- Inspection of 4th
Q.O. Hussars by Rt. Hon. Col. W. Churchill P.M. Egypt
3-12-43, followed by a list of the various officers. It
mentions a Capt. R. Churchill, and I can make him out.
There is one female in the inspecting part- Sarah, who had
gone with Papa to the Tehran Conference, From the elevated
viewpoint, this is no doubt an official military photo. $48.00

5
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Statement showing the present and new
rates of pay for the Royal Navy ...

56

1945 Churchill Calendar from Brooke
Bond

and Royal Marines. Churchill, Winstson S. (intro by).
London, HMSO, 1912. This 10 page government report is
foolscap size, bound with string. The introduction is by the
First Lord, W.S.C. and so this is a new find in Cohen and
listed as B11. scarce. Some minor edge wear and one crack, a
wrinkle in lower corner. $125.00

. . This calendar features a portrait of Churchill by Jean
Berrie. It has metal edge reinforcements top and bottom. Size
is 11 x 17 inches. $70.00

52

Dutch postcard with Churchill caricature

57

Empire Personalities cigarette cards set of 50

. . This card is titled Winnie's Winning Way, and shows
Churchill dressed in traditional Dutch costume. Text on rear
states that original of this caricature was presented to
Churchill on his visit to The Hague in 1946. VG clean
unused card. $75.00

. . Here is a complete set of 50 cards of Empire Personalities,
issued by Ardath Tobacco in the 1930's. Churchill is on card
no. 11. Exceptionally clean bright cards, appear uncirculated.
$35.00

53

1966 postcard promoting publication of
THE DREAM

58

. . This postcard has the standard Vivienne portrait of
Churchill. On the reverse is an ad touting the Sunday
telegraph which will offer the first publication of Churchill's
short story: The Dream ( note I have this issue for sale)
Franked in Jan 1966. $12.00

. . .a wartime pamphlet of mostly poetry by David Sinclair. 24
pages plus card covers 4 x 6 inches. Topics include Courage,
Bomber Command, and one on Churchill called Our Finest
Hour. Portrait of Churchill on cover and several quotes from
speeches. Pale green card covers, soiled on front cover.
$12.00

54

Large vintage print of battle of Omdurman
1898

59

. . Think back 109 years ago- no television, no video, no
CNN, no colour photography, newspapers and magazines
almost exclusively black & white. The only way people could
experience the colour of a news event was through posters
such as these. This print depicting the great Battle of
Omdurman on Sept. 2, 1898, was published by G.W. Bacon
ltd. of London. The artist was A. Sutherland. Image size is
about 28 x 19 inches. The detail is incredible- hundreds of
detailed individual figures, a key to code numbers identifying
the principal features. This is no. 3 of the series (of 3)
showing the charge of the 21st Lancers. Top edge frayed
where it overhangs backing board, foxing as shown. $750.00

. . This card has a Christmas message inside, signed by
sender, photo credited to Central Press. 5.5 x 4.5 inches.
$18.00

55

small ceramic Churchill ashtray

60

. . This porcelain ashtray is 4 inches high and 4 inches front
to back, no makers marks. See Hall p. 17, top row, $45.00

Some Chicken..._wartime booklet

Christmas card with Churchill photo

Bossons Churchill head

. . This molded head was made by Bossons in Congleton,
Cheshire. It is about 5.5 inches and 3 inches thick, designed
for hanging with a recessed hook on the flat rear. Superb
lifelike detail and colouring. Scarce and attractive. $250.00

6
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Royal Doulton ceramic ashtray

. . This commemorative tankard is made in England of silver
polished pewter. Capacity 1 pint, glass bottom, Churchill's
offices and achievements inscribed on sides. Height 5 inches,
diameter at base 4 inches. Includes original descriptive leaflet,
issued by the Naval and Military gallery in 1980. Clean, not
tested for ale holding qualities. $75.00

. . This wartime transferware ashtray mark on bottom and says
This was their finest hour. Diameter 4.5 inches. see Hall p.
17. $30.00

62

Churchill article MY ESCAPE FROM
THE BOERS in Cosmopolitan January
1924
. . This 11
page illustrated article is mentioned on teh front

67

63

68

small ceramic dish with Churchill crown

. . This small dish is 4 inch diameter just over a half inch
deep. Sold by the National Trust. $8.00

cover of this old issue of Cosmo, back when it was a serious
literary magazine. Front cover soiled and edge cracked, rear
cover detached but present. $44.00

Churchill memorial Medal 1965 by Pinches

V for victory square dish

. . This high relief medal is 38 mm diameter, bronze.
Emitted by John Pinches, see Engstrom 39. Reverse shows
Churchill arms, also in high relief. $24.00

. . This dish made by Lancasters, England, features the V and
morse code di-di-di-dah. Some of the design is rubbed as
shown. Nice wartime item. $15.00

64

69

Wedgwood blue jasper ashtray

Champions of democracy plate by Meakin

. . Diameter is 4.5 inches, similar portrait to the common pin
dish, but this one appropriatetely adds a cigar. Far scarcer than
the other blue jasper items, a perfect mate to the Wedgwood
lighter. $50.00

. . This wartime patriotic plate showing FDR and WSC was
produce by Alfred Meakin, England. Diameter almost 6
inches. See Hall p. 148, no. 17. $45.00

65

70

Wedgwood blue Jasper Churchill dish

. . This blue jasper dish features a white relief portrait of
Churchill. 4.5 inch diameter. Clean, no damage, unboxed.
$15.00

Royal Doulton Churchill dish

. . This ceramic dish is 5.5 inches across, one inch deep, with
a design in brown, green, and yellow. On the base it says
This was their finest hour. See Hall p. 149 no. 22. $30.00

7
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There'll Alaways be an England creamer

. . This very attractive tableware was made by BCM
Nelsonware, 7.5 inch square plate. $50.00

. . This very attractive tableware was made by BCM
Nelsonware and is my favourite of the transferware. Just under
5 inches long with nice gold edging. See Hall p. 148, no. 18.
$40.00

72

77

There'll Always be an England waste bowl

Wartime Churchill matchbox cover

. . This bowl is 5.75 inches long and 1.25 inches deep. There
is cracking in the glaze, visible in the decoration. Made by
BCM Nelson, See Hall p. 148, no. 18. $32.00

. . These stamped steel matchbox covers were a common site
in the war. See Hall p. 92 for full story. This one shows
Churchill on one side and has the Give Us the Tools message
on the back. 58 x 40 mm, has some stains. $20.00

73

78

There'll Always be an England sugar bowl

Warime Big 3 matchbox cover

. . This very attractive tableware was made by BCM
Nelsonware and is my favourite of the transferware. 3 inches
square with nice gold edging. See Hall p. 148, no. 18. $.00

. . These stamped steel matchbox covers were a common site
in the war. See Hall p. 92 for full story. This one shows the
big three on one side and has the 3 national flags on the back.
58 x 40 mm, has some stains. $20.00

74

79

There'll Always be an England tea cup

Historic Speeches of WWII cassette

. . This very attractive tableware was made by BCM
Nelsonware and is my favourite of the transferware. Just under
3 inches tall with nice gold edging. See Hall p. 148, no. 18.
$28.00

. . This cassette includes speeches by Churchill, Truman,
MacA, Ike. From Pastime Products, tape no. 181. $5.00

75

80

There'll Always be an England saucer

. . This very attractive tableware was made by BCM
Nelsonware and is my favourite of the transferware. Just under
6 inches diameter with nice gold edging. See Hall p. 148, no.
18. $40.00

8

Wartime drinking glass with FDR and
WSC

. . This glass tumbler is decorated in red and white, shows
Churchill and Roosevelt and a battleship, slogan is Leaders of
Democracy. Height 4.5 inches, clean and bright, designs not
worn. $25.00
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Wartime drinking glass Hands across the
sea

86

Champions of democracy ceramic beaker

. . This souvenir glass is decorated in red and blue with
portraits of Churchill and FDR, the other side has crossed
flags and says Champions of Democracy. Height about 4.3
inches, decorations bright and unworn. $25.00

. . This wartime beaker has a colour transfer showing
Rossevelt and Churchill. It is 4 inches high and 2.75 inches
diameter at the top. There are several cracks in the side, with a
small chip where the cracks meet. $20.00

82

Wartime transferware cup

87

stamped metal hand in V sign

. . This cup is 2.5 inches high, 3.5 inch diameter. No handle,
so maybe a sugar pot. Maker's mark says HM Sutherland
China, gold trim. see Hall p. 147, no. 14 $20.00

. . This item is stamped in steel, about 6 inches long, in a
raided 3D of about 1/4 inch, painted red and white. No
indication of maker, likely wartime. Some chips in the paint.
$25.00

83

88

Wartime creamer with brown transfer

solid bronze Churchill bottle opener

. . Another example of the standard brown transfer of
Churchill. This little creamer made by Lancasters Ltd, 3
inches tall. $24.00

. . This fairly crude opener is cast in bronze, about 4 inches
long, no indication of maker. $20.00

84

89

Transferware saucer

Woven silk portrait of Churchill.

. . This saucer is 5.5 inches diameter and features the standard
brown transfer of Churchill. Makers mark says Sutherland
China, England. See Hall p. 147, no. 14. $25.00

. . This woven portrait, or Stevengraph, is made from silk on
a sophisticated loom. It measures 2.5 x 4 inches. $15.00

85

90

Churchill teacup transferware

. . This teacup has the usual brown image of Churchill, 3
inches, gold trimmed edges, made by Sutherland China,
England. see Hall page 147. $35.00

red white blue V badge

. . This little V is 18 mm high, seems to be 3 stands of wire,
which you bend over the edge of your clothing. It comes with
backing card showing its source to be a shoe company.
$10.00

9
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small red white blue V for Victory pinback
badge

96

Slavs hail Crimean Conference

. . This little badge is only 15 mm in diameter, white V on
red and blue background. This would be a nice touch on the
lapel of your jacket $10.00

. American Slav Congress, Detroit, 1945. This 64 page book
is 8 x 11 inches in card covers, front cover features a cartoon
of Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin. Articles on Crimea
Conference, back half is full of ads- Izidor Kubick Grocery,
etc. Roosevelt and Uncle Sam cartoon on rear cover. One
could do a study on patriotism of immigrants from this book.
VG, some tanning on cover. $25.00

92

Poster shows Churchill and Grandson
watching his horse win

97

. . These posters were issued by Illustrated Current News for
educational use. Size is 19 x 13 inches. Churchill and his
grandson Winston are shown watching Colonist II win the
Lime Tree Stakes. $15.00

. . The cards made by Editions O.P. Consists of 9 well
known leaders- FDR, Chang Kai-chek, Staline, Gen.
Tassigny, Churchill, Ike, Monty, etc, and one saintDeGaulle. All are like new in their original grey paper
envelope printed in red, white blue. Charming period item.
$125.00

93

V for Victory poster

98

Set of 10 wartime French postcards of
personalities

Silver dish with inset Churchill medal

. . This colourful poster is 19 x 29 inches, with no indication
of maker. It looks like hand painted brush strokes, but is
really a printed half tone. Probably wartime. $150.00

. . This hallmarked silver dish is 5 inches in diameter with a
medal inset in center, The weight is 120 g, so the melt value
must be over 50 dollars. $70.00

94

99

Hallmark Churchill Calendar 1966

The Second World War, 6 volume set

. . This calendar reproduces six different Churchill paintings
in colour, image sizes are 7 x 5 inches. The covers and pages
have damp stains, not affecting the paintings. $15.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Taiwan pirate, details unknown.
These cheap unauthorised editions are copies of the Cassell
editions but at reduced size of 5.25 x 8 inches. Bound in
maroon cloth, stamped in silver. Books are clean and
undamaged. Dustwrappers well worn with losses at spine
ends and a large tear on the front cover of vol. IV, shown in
photo. $125.00

95

100

Jackdaw no. 65 Battle of Britain

. . Many Churchill collectors will be familiar with the
Jackdaw of Churchill done by Martin Gilbert. A Jackdaw is a
folder of facsimile documents. This one by Basil Collier
contains 14 documents including a large map of the fighter
defences, aircraft identification guide, sample combat report,
and small flags to be placed on the big map. Good fun here.
$15.00

V for Victory postcard

. . This charming card in full colour made by Valentine's.
You ask what is our aim? Clean bright card, no wear. $75.00
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wartime coloured postcard of WSC
(French??)

106

Mr. Churchill's Message to You

. . This matt finish card is unusual, and almost certainly
continental. The back of teh card says: Edicion: Casa Itturat.
Clean unworn card. The first one of these I have seen.
$120.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1950.
Here is the single sheet variant of this election leaflet. 7.5 x
10 ins, blank on rear, includes well known Vivienne photo.
Woods A129a, Cohen A247.2. Clean, never folded copy,
with just a small wrinkle. $200.00

102

set of 5 postcards, kiddie cartoons and
Churchill quotes.

107

. . Each card has a different cartoon by Dinah of a little kid.
On the back is a Churchill quote. These used but unstamped
cards each have a short message from "sugarwife" to her man.
On the VE day card she says "at long last". 15.00 each or all
5 for $50.00

. . This special issue features Churchill on the cover and
includes articles and tributes by many who knew Churchill
well including Ian Jacob, Eleanor Roosevelt, David Low,
Lord Swinton, and others. etc. I enjoyed the article by his
private secretary, Peck, entitled “The Working Day” which
describes the daily routine. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
Always sells quickly. Clean tight copy, some cracks at spine
ends, and a piece out of the right edge of the front cover.
$30.00

103

Elaborate plaque of The Few speech

108

Special Churchill issue of The Atlantic
Magazine, March 1965

Churchill article “G.B.S.- Sage or Clown?”
in Sept. 1931 issue of Cosmopolitan

. . This display is 11 x 8.5 inches, printed in colour and silver
ink was probably sold by the RAF, as it features the RAF
emblem and motto. It has a glass or plexiglass sheet over it
and blue edging. Very pretty. $100.00

. . This single page essay on G.B. Shaw makes interesting
reading. This copy in exceptional condition, the spine is all
there with just a few small cracks, very bright clean front
cover. $75.00

104

109

Mark Twain's Jest Book

7 inch record of Churchill's Speech to The
Italians 1940

Clemens, Cyril. Mark Twain Journal, Kirkwood MO., 1965.
This pamphlet of 28 pages in card covers publishes a number
of tributes and comments about Mark Twain, including a
1943 letter from Churchill thanking the Mark Twain Society
for the gold medal they awarded him. This copy signed by the
editor Cyril Clemens. This is Cohen B158. $45.00

. . This record is a microgroove recording so is either 45 or
33 rpm. It gives no clue to its origin, and has part 1 and 2.
$25.00

105

110

Shall We Commit Suicide?

Churchill, Winston S.. NY, Eilert Printing Co., 1924. This
tall slim pamphlet publishes Churchill’s article on the horror
of future war which first appeared in Nash’s Pall mall of
September 1924. Size 3.5 x 8 inches, 12 pages. Some foxing
on cover and creasing at the top corner. Seen at huge prices
elsewhere. $575.00

1950 Churchill cartoon

. . This political cartoon from the 1950's by Cummings is
printed in colour and has been framed. Visible image about 6
x 9 inches, overall frame size 11 x 13. Professionally framed.
$50.00
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Record of 80th Birthday presentation to
Churchill

116

wartime silk handkerchief

. . This souvenir record was published by The Times. It gives
details of the ceremonies at Westminster, presenting the
commemorative book and the beloved Sutherland portrait. 8
page sewn pamphlet in grey card covers, 3 photos, size 8.5 x
11 inches. VG clean bright example. $75.00

. . This silk scarf is about 13 inches square. At first glance it
has Churchill in the center, surrounded by 12 smaller figures.
Closer inspection reveals that all 12 are portraits of Churchill
at earlier ages. $45.00

112

Order of Service for Churchill Funeral

117

A History of the English-Speaking Peoples,
12 volume set School edition

. . The Order of Service for the Funeral of The Right
Honourable Sir Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill. In paper
covers, with purple border, 20 pp, 5 x 7.5 ins, contains
details of the service at St. Paul’s. Given to all those invited
to the funeral. A key item of funeral ephemera. Crisp unworn
copy, some light foxing. $90.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell, London, 1965. This set of
12 small clothbound volumes (5 x 8 inches) is abridged for
young people and includes numerous photos. This School
edition is similar to the Blenheim edition, except that it has
no dustwrappers and the illustrations from the dj’s are printed
on paper covered boards. Here is a really fine clean set. Books
feel crisp and unused, no names, no fading. $100.00

113

Ceremonial to be Observed at Churchill
Funeral

118

. . Ceremonial to be Observed at the Funeral of The Right
Honourable Sir Winston. In paper covers, with purple border.
12 pp, 7 x 10.5 ins, contains details of the order of march and
the schedule for the day. Always in demand. Tight unworn
copy, a few faint smudges on cover. $90.00

. . This bronze medal has a high lustre finish that looks
almost like gold, revesre has heraldic arms. Diamter is 40
mm. Maker unknown, designed initials are CR. Comes in
plastic capsule. $29.00

114

Up the Poll!

119

Churchill Bronze medal with mint finish

1942 air drop propaganda leaflet

. . THE SAPS GUIDE TO THE GENERAL
ELECTION by Sagittarius and Vicky. This humorous book
about the 1950 General Election by two of the leading
cartoonists of the time is still good fun. 64 pages, card
covers. VG $20.00

. . Rare double-sided Allied propaganda leaflet dropped over
Nazi occupied France during WW2, dated 25 October 1942.
Les Otages, Declaration Du President Roosvelt/M.
Churchill, Sur Les Executions D'Otages En France. Roughly
136mm wide by 211mm tall. Printed in French. Leaflet
presents a declaration from both President Roosevelt and M.
Churchill, Sur Les Executions D'Otages En France. Leaflet
comments on massacres of innocents and atrocities carried out
by Nazi's. Pages yellowing, rough around edges and folded in
the middle. Woods alpha27. $80.00

115

120

Churchill on the cover of TIME May 11,
1925

. . Here is the second appearance of Churchill on the cover of
TIME, 11 May, 1925. Without question, these two 1920’s
TIME covers are the most valuable of any Churchill cover.
Clean unworn copy, slight rust on staples. $750.00

Churchill's first appearance on the cover of
TIME, 14 April 1923

. . This is vol. I no. 7 of TIME magazine. The first volume
of THE WORLD CRISIS is reviewed inside. the caption
under the charcoal drawing says "I rest on the written record
of my warning." TIME was a fledgling publication with a
small circulation at this point, so scarce barely describes this,
clearly the key to a collection of Churchill covers. This copy
in superb condition, just the faintest of rust on the staples, no
losses, no damage, $1000.00
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Bookends made from bombed House of
Commons

126

Colourful wartime postcard from Belgium

. . After the bombing of the House of Commons in 1941,
there were a series of items made from the blasted stone, the
best known probably bookends such as these. Each is 6
inches high, with a cast lead emblem, one of Churchill. The
pair weighs 9 pounds. $375.00

. . This card has stunning colours, shows Churchill with flag
behind. States Made in Belgium. Clean unused card.
$120.00

122

Churchill Centenary plate by Paragon
China

127

. . This is one of the prettiest of Churchill Plates. Produced
by Paragon China Ltd. in 1974. 10 inch diameter, gold
edged, Churchill arms in centre, matches the Paragon cigar
casket. This is no. 358 of 1000. See Carmichael #56, Hall p.
153. Unboxed, so lower than normal price. $75.00

Graham, Harry. London, Gay & Hancock, 1910. A 1910
book of satirical poetry includes a 12 page one on Winston S.
Churchill, that forecasts a future as PM. Corners worn, in
decorated paper covered boards. $25.00

123

With a Bristol Fighter Squadron

128

Misrepresentative Men

Churchill postcard w red white blue border
1939-40

Noble, Walter. London, Andrew Melrose, 1902. . This truly
rare title has an introduction by Churchill. This copy worn
with gilt dulled. This is the second copy I have offered in 20
years. $500.00

. . This card features a portrait of the First Lord of the
Admiralty, with a border based on the union flag in red white
and blue. Made by Valentine's, unused, but some areas on the
front where the image has little white spots. $30.00

124

The Employment Exchange Service od
Great Britain

129

Chegwidden, T.s. and G. Myrddin-Evans ( foreword by
Winston S. Churchill). NY, Industrial relations Counselors,
1934. An overview of the Administration of Placing and
Unemployment Insurance. First in a series on administrative
aspects of public employment insurance, commissioned by
Industrial Relations Counselors, which today would be called
a think-tank. 310 pages, index, tables, and a fold out map. A
scarce title. Woods B25/1, Cohen B54. Tight unworn copy,
ex Bowdoin College Library, label on spine, withdrawn
bookplate on pastedown, blind stamp on title page, contents
clean, map neatly folded, probably never read. $120.00

. . These are two cards from a series of 40 named Army Navy
and Air Corps, published by W.S. NYC. fairly crude, but ever
so scarce. $48.00

125

Postcard- Churchill with his horse at the
races.

130

. . This card from Valentine's. It shows Churchill at the
track, with his horse being led past. He is flanked by Messrs.
Soames and Murray. The back of the card has some stains.
$25.00

13

Churchill and Roosevelt on pair of 1942
trade cards

Wartime colour postcard from Canada

. . This card features a colour drawing of Churchill and 3
lines of well known quotes. Published by Photogelatine
Engraving Co. Ltd. of Ottawa. This card postally used sep
1941 with 2 cent Canadian stamp. $50.00
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Dutch photo postcard

. . This sepia tone card was produced by Photochrom Ltd.
The caption reads: The Prime Minister Gives the Victory
Sign. VG unworn card. $15.00

. . This card with photo of Churchill has an Amsterdam
maker noted. The number 146 perhaps refers to a Jan. 1946
production date. Clean, unworn, not used. $15.00

132

Wartime postcard showing standing
Churchill

137

. . This sepia tone card was produced by Photochrom Ltd.
The caption read Home Again, Leaving No. 10 Downing
Street. VG unworn card. $15.00

. . This colourful wartime card features Churchill’s “Never
Surrender” speech with arms of the principal Dominions and
Colonies. This is an original, not the repros being sold on
ebay. Produced by Valentine's. Clean crisp unused copy.
$30.00

133

WW1 era colour postcard- Churchill and
battleship

138

. . Here is a nice vintage card in colour. This is no. 13 in the
All British "Classic series" published by W.N. Sharpe Ltd.
Clean undamaged card. $60.00

. . This calendar for 1944 features a large 10 x 8 inch of WSC
and FDR with their Generals at Casablanca. Calendar issued
by Empire Sash and Door of Winnipeg. Overall size 14 x 15
inches. Stunning wartime piece. $120.00

134

Churchill at Desk, wartime card for Holland

139

The Spirit of Britain wartime postcard

Casablanca Conference calendar 1944

Set of 5 Dutch caricature postcards of 5
WW2 leaders

. . Shows Churchill at his desk in the Cabinet Office in a
well known photo by Cecil Beaton. This card published by
Tuck's of England, but the caption notes: Eerste-Minister
van Groot-Brittannie, so probably intended for sale in
Holland. $20.00

. . Many of you will know the charming Dutch card of
Churchill, see item no. , but did you know this was part of a
set of 5- The Big 3 plus Hitler and Musso. Here is a
complete set of all 5 in fine condition, including a tattered
example of the original envelope in which they were sold0.75 (Dutch). Very scarce $150.00

135

140

Wartime postcard for Holland

. . This card published by Tuck's of England, but the caption
notes: Eerste-Minister van Groot-Brittannie, so probably
intended for sale in Holland. Unused card, so smudges on
front. $15.00

Cabinet photo of Churchill circa 1901

. . Here is an old 4 x 6 inch photo of Churchill, mounted on
stiff card as was the fashion. the photographer is the Royal
Warrant holder Lafayette and the rear is covered with their
awards and gold medals. There are fingerprints on the image,
but close inspection reveals thay are in the negative. Fine
condition, fresh from 106 years ago. $100.00
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The River War (signed copy)

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell, London, 1944, 1st edition.
The fourth of seven volumes of Churchill’s war speeches
published by Cassell. First edition. Publishes speeches made
in the year 1943. Series binding in light blue cloth, gilt titles
on spine, 278 pages. This copy signed by Churchill on the
title page in a shaky hand, probably 1950's. Book is clean and
tight, with very bright gilt titles. There is foxing on the page
edges and occasionally in the text. It is difficult to find signed
copies of these wartime books, as he was too busy at the time
to sign books. $6000.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Eyre & Spottiswoode, London, 1949.
Fourth printing of this one volume abridged edition first
printed in 1933 but using the setting from the 1902 edition.
Bound in mustard yellow cloth with gilt titles on spine only.
There are 22 maps, many folding and some in two colours.
381 pages, index, appendices. Book is clean, binding firm,
gilt dull but readable. Page edges even, top edges have a few
scattered spots. Contents clean, maps neatly folded. Signed by
Churchill on the half title in the shaky hand typical of late
1950's signature, appropriate for this late printing. $6000.00

142

The World Crisis 1915 (signed jacketed
copy)

147

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Thornton Butterworth,
1923, 1st edition. The second volume of Churchill's classic
First World war history, the volume has much on the
Dardanelles. 57 pages, index, numerous maps and plans,
some folding and coloured. Signed and dated 1923 on the
first leaf after the endpaper. This is a clean crisp copy with a
lovely spine and bright gilt. There is some light foxing, as
usual for this pulpy paper. Included is the very scarce correct
first printing dustwrapper, whose spine is darkened and has
some wear and losses at the ends. If you are collecting signed
copies in jackets, this should fill a gap. $9000.00

. Ottawa, King's Printer, 1941. This 12 page pamphlet
publishes 3 speeches by Mackenzie King, Churchill and
Erenest Lapointe. The Churchill speech is that of 1st June
1941. Not in Wood, Cohen D78. Clean unworn copy. very
scarce. $150.00

143

A History of the English-Speaking Peoples,
4 vols. (author signed)

148

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell., London, 1956-58, 1st
editions. The first English edition of Churchill’s classic.
Bound in smooth dark red cloth with gilt titles, each volume
6 x 9.5 inches, top edges stained red, lots of maps and
diagrams, but no photos. Signed Winston S. Churchill in
blue ink on the half title of volume I, in a slightly shaky
hand, as one world expect of the late 1950's. Books are all
fine crisp copies with white foredges and deep red page tops.
Dustwrappers are fine unclipped examples, with especially
bright spines. The only flaw noted is some faint spots on the
edges of the last 20 pages of vol. I. It is very unusual to find
a signed copy in such fine condition. $8000.00

. . These figures are designed to go with military vehicle
models. the set includes Churchill, Hitler, Stalin, Rommell,
etc. Each about 55 mm high. Brand new in original
packaging $10.00

144

The World Crisis: The Aftermath

149

Till the Hour of Victory

set of 10 WW2 figures in 1: 35 scale

Never Give in and 5 others in a boxed set

Churchill, Winston S.. Thornton Butterworth, London,
1929. Published in 1929 as a sequel to The World Crisis,
this volume covers events from 1918-1928 including the
Peace Conference. Bound in same smooth navy cloth as other
volumes in the series, gilt on spine with blind stamping on
cover. 474 pages, index, 8 maps and charts, several folding
and coloured. Book is very tight and crisp, probably never
read. Protected by a dj, the cloth is very clean and the gilt
bright. Contents exceptionally clean with no foxing noted. No
names or inscriptions. Dustwrapper is correct 1st, ,
unclipped, spine is darkened and has lost a 40 x 40 mm
triangle at base of spine. See photo. $700.00

various. Hallmark Cards, 1967-68. Most of you will be
familiar with that little book NEVER GIVE IN published
in 1967. What I did not know until this turned up was that
this book is one of a series of six on diverse subjects such as
Civil War, dogs, and Mark Twain, all in a similar format.
Here are all six as sold in a brown slipcase. Books are all fine
in dustwrappers, protected by the slipcase, which is split
along one edge. $32.00

145

150

The Second World War (signed set)

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell, London, 1948-54, 1st
editions. The British first edition of Churchill’s memoirs is
superior to the American or Canadian editions as it includes
Churchill’s final revisions and has better folding two colour
maps. Bound in black cloth, gilt titles on spines. Numerous
maps and diagrams, but no photos. Signed on the half title of
volume IV in a vary shaky hand, probably 1960's or after the
1953 stroke, etc. believed to be from C.C. Woods, one of
Churchill's literary assistants, as there are his initials and a
note stating Mr. Woods copy and comments about
corrections. There is also a note on the first blank leaf stating
checked for corrections and dated 12.9.56. Books are tight
and unworn, good unfaded red on page tops, spotted on page

Churchill's Response, Honorary degree at
SUNY April 1954

. . Churchill was awarded a degree at SUNY in 1954. The
proceedings of the Convocation were published in 1955 in
this July u=issue of the SUNY Bulletin. Churchill speech was
played from a tape recording, and published here on p. 325.
Not in Woods, Cohen E212, Tight VG copy. $40.00
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pair of caricatures: Churchill and
Chamberlain by Fred May

156

. . Image size is about 8 x 10 inches, colours strong,
individually framed in plain black frames, no mat. The picture
shows only the Churchill pic, but both are included. $150.00

. Vintage poster The Heart of the Empire. This old poster,
probably wartime, shows Churchill with cigar above the
British Isles centered on a globe in somber colours. Size 13.5
x 17.5 inches, produced in Canada by Ogilvie Flour Mills.
Crisp unworn conditions, no fading or wear. $75.00

152

Great Contemporaries, Books on Tape

157

Winsome Hats tea towel

. . This unabridged audio book is made by Books on Tape.
The set is 8 cassettes, each in its plastic case, all of them in a
cardboard box. Fine condition, no signs of use. $35.00

. . This towel is made of pure Irish linen, size 31 x 21
inches, depicts Churchill's vast array of headgear. Seems
unused, not tested on any wet dishes. $15.00

153

158

postcard of Churchill and the King VE Day

Assembled and framed jigsaw puzzle

. . This card from Tuck's, shows Churchill and the King on
the steps of Buckingham Palace on VE day. Card is unused,
seems toned overall. $15.00

. . Here is the familiar Let Us Go Forward Together posted
as a jigsaw puzzle which has been assembled and then framed.
overall size 17 x 25 inches. $12.00

154

159

Churchill Early Years Medals

Colour print of Quebec Conference

. . Sumptuous leather presentation folio containing eight
proof medals in sterling silver showing various aspects of
young Churchill’s life with descriptive text on reverse. Each
medal is 45 mm diameter and weighs 720 grains. The 8
medals are housed in a 9 mm thick clear plastic housing 8 x
11.75 inches which slips into a custom leather folder. The
orange leather folder has two flaps which open out. This was
produced by American Express. A very upmarket
commemorative issued in 1975. Silver value over $150.00.
Medals are in mint state, the leather folder has a scar on the
rear. $200.00

. . This print has that old tome look to the colours, and
measures 15 x 12 inches. Presumably it came as part of a
calendar as it mentions a date pad. There is a small worm
hole along the bottom border. This comes in an old plain
frame, but can be removed fro shipping. $150.00

155

160

Original wartime poster Fight in the Streets

. . This British poster is 20 x 30 inches, urging people to buy
war savings stamps and features Churchill's words on Fight in
the Street. Bright colours, very good condition, an original,
not a repro. $80.00

16

24K Gold on Sterling silver medal of Iron
Curtain Speech

. . This medal emitted by the Danbury Mint in the 1970's, 24
K gold electroplated over solid Sterling silver. High relief
design, text and eagle on reverse, hallmarked on edge,
diameter 40 mm, weight about 1.25 ozs. $40.00

